
WARG BEATS

# Description Notes
1 We see an older man telling a gathered group of children a tale about men 

fighting warg beasts; one of the men looks like one of our main characters.
2 “Daughter” sees her father returning home runs over to greet him. 

3 We see a beast in the woods with a scar, string down the fenced off village.

Title Card
4 It’s daytime now as Sköll prepares to head out again after the beast that got 

away. His daughter wishes to come with him. He tells her no.

5 Daughter follows anyway, climbing the high fence surrounding the village

6 We follow Sköll as he tracks the beast finding and following tracks. We also 
follow his daughter as she looks for him, following his trail. She sees two sets 
of tracks.

7 The tracks end and warg ambushes Sköll; they tumble down the hill/small cliff.
Daughter is following the trail reaches the end of the footprints, but hears the 
fighting in the distance, follows the sound.

8 As Sköll and the warg are fighting, we see the daughter in the woods beside 
them still searching for her father. We see Sköll and warg running past trees. 
Daughter sees a unfamiliar man run by trees. 

May not need this
part

9 The warg has Sköll cornered but Sköll manages a serious blow, knocking the 
warg to the ground. It clearly lost the fight

10 With the warg still breathing, Sköll raise his spear for the final blow just as his 
daughter enters the clearing

11 Daughter has a horrified look and screams no, running up to her father and 
yanking on his sleeve

12 Daughter is seeing a man but her father is not 

13 When Sköll insists on slaying the beast, Daughter pulls of the fur and shoves it 
into Sköll's hands. 

14 Sköll examines the fur then looks back to the “beast”

 he sees a man, startled by what he's seeing. (that simple or too simple?)

Sköll takes his daughter an leaves the beast (man). 

Does Sköll see a
man? Is he too

afraid to fully see
the man? Is he

just confused and
uncomfortable

with the
implications?

15 The injured man comes to and pushes to his feet, catching sight of two green 
wargs (an adult and a pup) leaving the area.


